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I, Stephen Ross Purvinas, Federal Secretary at Australian Licensed Aircraft Engineers Association, affirm:
Union role
1.

I am the Federal Secretary of the Australian Licenced Aircraft Engineers Association
Association").
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2.

I have held the Federal Secretary position with the Association since 1 July 2006.

3.

I am based in Melbourne but usually spend two days a week working from the Association's
Sydney office.

4.

On 5 February 2016, I was issued an Entry Permit to Enter Premises by the Fair Work
Commission. The permit entitles me to exercise powers and functions as defined in Part 3-4 of the
Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth). The permit has remained in force since the date of issue. Annexed to
my affidavit and marked "SRP1." is a copy of my current Entry Permit to Enter Premises issued by
the Fair Work Commission.

5.

The Association represents approximately 1200 Licenced Aircraft Maintenance Engineers
("LAMEs") at Qantas.

Surplus at Qantas
6.

In March 2014, the Association was advised by Qantas that they would be embarking upon a
redundancy program that would affect LAMEs. The Association entered an extensive period of
consultation with the airline. This continued for a period of approximately four months until July or
August 2014 ("consultation period").

7.

During the consultation period, Qantas representatives including David Filipetto, Tony Lowrey,
Kieran Duck, Christopher Tobin and Simon Brown advised me that the labour required to
undertake the work that they had forecasted was too high and that staff reductions were needed in
Brisbane, Adelaide, Melbourne and Sydney.

8.

In about March 2014, Qantas called for volunteers to accept voluntary redundancies. There was a
sufficient amount of LAMEs who accepted voluntary redundancies in Brisbane.

9.

Even after the voluntary redundancies, there was a surplus number of LAMEs in Sydney and
Melbourne, when compared to the required labour forecast. The surplus in Sydney and Melbourne
was sixty and eleven LAMEs respectively. There was a forecast surplus of two LAMEs in
Adelaide, however no LAMEs in Adelaide were made redundant compulsorily as two vacancies
had essentially been created due to one LAME being on long-term medical leave and another being
on a long-term secondment.
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10.

In about July 2014, Qantas representatives told me they were considering options to obviate or
mitigate the effects of the work reduction on the workforce, with one of the options available being
a program of staff taking an accelerated amount of accrued annual leave or long service. This
process had been used before by Qantas and was commonly known as a "leave burn program".

11.

In August 2014, Qantas and the Association entered discussions for a new enterprise agreement for
LAMEs, which became the Qantas Airways Limited (Licenced Aircraft Engineers) Enterprise
Agreement 10 2015 ("the Agreement"). As part of the negotiations, we agreed to a new clause
(clause 60), which provides that, where a surplus of LAMEs exists, Qantas can engage in a leave
burn program. This is a required step before forced redundancies. The Agreement was approved by
the Fair Work Commission on 5 January 2015. Annexed to my affidavit and marked "SRP2." is a
copy of the Agreement.

12.

Clause 60 of the Agreement permits Qantas to exercise leave burn only where there is a surplus of
employees.

13.

It is understood between Qantas and the Association that this clause is rolled out on a port by port
basis and this has been the general practice. This means that if there is a surplus of LAMEs in one
port (for example, Sydney) that has several departments, LAMEs can be, and have been,
temporarily moved between departments to match the forecast work. If the total number of
LAMEs in the airport exceeds the forecast work, then leave burn is permitted.

14.

An example of when LAMEs were moved between departments to match forecast work is when
Qantas decided to close its Melbourne Heavy Maintenance facility in 2012 and transferred a
number of staff to Brisbane. Another example was when the redundancies in 2014 occurred and a
number of staff from Line Maintenance in Sydney moved to Brisbane.

15.

Where there is a surplus of employees, the Agreement, at sub-clause 60.2, also requires Qantas to
call for expressions of interest for voluntary redundancies from LAMEs, in order to mitigate or
reduce the effects of any leave burn program that may be in operation.

16.

A leave burn program was in place in Sydney and Melbourne throughout 2015. By the end of
2015, Qantas determined that Melbourne no longer had an excess of LAMEs and leave burn has not
been utilised there since.
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Leave burn Program, Sydney 2016
17.

In Sydney, Qantas has three departments where LAMEs share the burden of leave burn and where
the work is measured. These departments are Sydney Aircraft Maintenance ("SAM"), Sydney
International Operation ("SIO") and Sydney Domestic Operation ("SDO").

18.

A fourth department called Maintenance Watch ("MW") also employs a number of LAMEs
covered by the Agreement, however, Qantas treats them as separate for the purpose of the leave
burn program.

19.

The LAMEs are given the opportunity to apply for voluntary redundancy every six months, to open
up vacancies for other LAMEs, where leave burn is in place, in order to mitigate the effects of the
program.

20.

On 5 January 2016, I received a letter from Qantas' Manager of Sydney Aircraft Maintenance,
Chris Tobin, explaining that Qantas would again be exercising leave burn in Sydney throughout
2016. Qantas had calculated that it had an excess of 46.5 LAMEs in Sydney. This number appears
to be a simple calculation based on the remainder of staff in the business as compared to the level
of work measured during the 2014 consultation and the staff required to acquit that work as at
2014. Annexed to my affidavit and marked "SRP3." is a copy of the letter from Chris Tobin dated
5 January 2016.

21.

On or about 5 January 2016, Qantas started notifying staff that Sydney was overstaffed by 46.5
LAMEs and this meant that they would each have to take a total of their normal leave accrual of
240 hours plus an additional component of 160 hours as part of the leave burn program to offset the
alleged excess LAIVIEs.

22.

On 5 January 2016, I emailed Qantas Senior IR Manager, Nick Saunders, asserting that Qantas'
conduct was likely in breach of the consultation requirements of the Agreement and that his surplus
calculation looked incorrect. Annexed to my affidavit and marked "SRP4." is a copy of my email
to Nick Saunders sent on 5 January 2016.

23.

On 6 January 2016, I issued a notice to members advising them not to apply for additional leave as
part of a leave burn program. The notice referred to a lack of genuine consultation on the part of
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Qantas, and Qantas incorrectly maintaining that there existed a surplus of 46.5 LAMEs to justify
the leave burn program. Annexed to my affidavit and marked "SRP5." is a copy of my notice to
members sent on 6 January 2016.
24.

On 25 January 2016, I met with Chris Tobin, Nick Saunders and other Qantas Managers who I do
not recall to discuss the leave burn program. Across 2015 and leading up to the meeting, I had
received reports from members that significant understaffing was occurring whilst any leave bum
program was in operation. Members reported to me that significant amounts of new work had been
added to the original complement of work that had informed the 2014 calculations.

25.

At the meeting of 25 January 2016, I brought a number of the Association's delegates located in
Sydney, as I knew they would be aware of the work being performed and the extent of the
understaffing. I also brought with me Association Assistant Federal Secretary Wayne Vasta (a
Supervisor LAME in SAM) and a Qantas Councillor on our Executive, Bradley Cox (a LAME in
SIO). Annexed to my affidavit and marked "SRP6." is a copy of the meeting notes taken by
Assistant Federal Secretary at the meeting of 25 January 2016.

26.

At the meeting, I explained to the Qantas representatives that the Association considered the
required surplus for the leave bum program being run in 2016 had not been satisfied. Therefore, it
was the Association's view that the leave burn program did not comply with the agreement. I
explained that a number of contributing factors needed to be taken into account to determine how
much work there now was, as compared to 2014. I referred to the fact that approximately 20
LAMEs had been taken away for a new program to reconfigure Qantas cabins. This work had not
been forecast in 2014 and effectively meant that 20 LAMEs were no longer contributing to the
original body of work when the calculations were done. For this, I explained that their overstaffing
level should reduce from 46.5 to 26.5.

27.

I also explained that six LAMEs in Maintenance Watch had applied for voluntary redundancies to
reduce the burden of leave burn and that those positions would be filled by LAMEs from one of the
other three departments, where leave burn was proposed. Once a staff member has accepted a
voluntary redundancy he/she will separate from Qantas. I explained that these future departures
were known by Qantas and that this should further cut the excess number of staff from 26.5 to 20.5.

28.

I also explained that a decision in 2014 to consolidate all Sydney towing to a small crew in SAM
had cut the complement of LAMEs engaged in this type of work by 8, however, that decision had
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since been reversed and as such, towing work to the level of 8 LAMB had returned to its former
depatunents. The reversal of the towing consolidation meant that the overstaffing level was not
20.5, but 12.5.

29.

I referred to the fact that new contracts had been won since 2014 that added work to the total
complement of work undertaken by LAMEs on American Airlines, Fijian Airlines and Hawaiian
Airlines. I estimated that the new contract work would engage approximately 8 further staff;
reducing the overstaffing level from 12.5 to 4.5.

30.

I noted that some matters had not been factored into the original calculations in 2014. For example,
the time spent by LAMEs in higher duty positions covering absences of approximately 18
Engineering Managers who worked in Sydney. I estimated that coverage of their leave amounted
to approximately 5 positions; eliminating any alleged overstaffing in Sydney, and actually
potentially resulting in Sydney being understaffed.

31.

I also explained that there were six SIO Supervisor positions that were vacant. Each day LAMEs
from the floor undertake higher duties in those roles and this was not previously factored into the
calculations to determine how many LAMEs were required to acquit the forecast work. When the
LAMEs undertake Supervisory positions, they are no longer able to complete the work they would
complete in their usual positions. I explained that it was evident that Sydney was not overstaffed at
all, and in fact appeared to be understaffed by 6.5 LAMEs.

32.

I also pointed to other opportunities to mitigate leave burn were being filled by persons from other
locations where there was no declared overstaffing. One position, in Narita, was regularly being
filled by Qantas LAMEs from Singapore and another in Los Angeles was regularly being filled by
Qantas LAMEs from Perth. I explained that if these regular rotating positions were instead
backfilled from Sydney, the understaffing would be 8.5 LAMEs.

33.

I also explained that two new positions had been created in Sydney, called 380 Tech Cell LAMEs.
These positions were not included in the 2014 manning calculations and had in effect extended the
understaffing to 10.5 LAMEs.

34.

I then generally explained that all the new positions and work which required additional staff also
needed to include leave coverage for those staff undertaking the new work. I reverted to previous
presentations where Qantas had explained that to employ one person in the department, you
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actually needed between 1.25 and 1.45 people to factor in leave, training and other workplace
absences. Annexed to my affidavit and marked "SRP7." is a copy of the Qantas presentation that I
referred Qantas to at the meeting of 25 January 2016.
35.

I also advised that the Association's members had reported an increase in the usual work they were
required to undertake and that work would be evident through various documents that are used to
plan and record maintenance activities within Qantas. I requested that we review those documents,
which included memorandums of understanding between departments, workloads and computer
documents (known as the mxi system), in order to agree to accurate calculations on the actual level
of staff need to undertake forecast work. This would allow us to establish the proper level of
overstaffing or understaffing and whether the leave burn program was compliant with the
agreement.

36.

The Qantas representatives rejected all the reasons we presented to demonstrate that the leave bum
was not permitted by the agreement and advised they would not revise the 2014 surplus calculation
of 46.5. They advised they intended to execute the leave burn program on that basis. They claimed
that aircraft retirements had meant there was less work than originally planned and this superseded
all new work. No particulars were provided about the extent and effect of the aircraft retirement and
and no specific response was given to each of the concerns that I had raised in the meeting.

37.

I advised the Qantas representatives that although some aircraft had been retired, in most cases
other aircraft had replaced them, and that the fleet were now flying more than they had been in
2014. This would naturally flow on to more maintenance work being required.

38.

The Qantas representatives also rejected this claim and declared that they would be continuing the
program as notified in the January 2016 letter.

Further Developments
39.

After the meeting on 25 January 2016, Qantas continued to implement its 2016 leave burn program.
In response, the Association continued to advise members not to co-operate Qantas's directions to
burn leave and to ensure that when they submitted the required leave forms, they noted the leave
burn program was in contravention of the Agreement.
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40.

After a few months, Qantas started directing LAMEs to take leave, at a time of Qantas' choosing.
Qantas claimed such directions were part of its leave burn program.

41.

In most cases, Association members handed or sent their managers letters advising them that they
were breaching the terms of the Agreement by continuing to apply leave bum for a surplus level of
46.5 LAMEs. Annexed to my affidavit and marked "SRP8." is a copy of a pro forma letter
provided by Association members to Qantas.

42.

Despite Association members providing these letters to Qantas, they were forced to take leave. The
Association instructed its members to remain ready, willing and able to attend and perform work
during periods of forced leave.

43.

Between January 2016 and May 2016, there were several meetings between Qantas and the
Association. The meetings were at various levels and were engaged in to try to resolve the dispute
over what, if any, surplus existed to justify the leave bum program. Despite these discussions,
Qantas refused to move from its position that the 2014 calculation of a surplus of 46.5 LAMEs
remained accurate, and that its leave burn program was implemented on that basis.

44.

Throughout the first half of 2016, I had numerous discussions with LAMEs employed by Qantas in
Sydney. I also discussed the issue with members of the Association's executive, who work for
Qantas in Sydney.

45.

Between March and April 2016, I wrote to Qantas on several occasions regarding its alleged
surplus, the leave bum program and my concerns that it was breaching the Agreement. Annexed
hereto and collectively marked "SRP9" are copies of the correspondence I sent in that period.

46.

Between March and April 2016, Qantas wrote to me saying that, despite the additional work being
performed by LAMEs and the voluntary redundancies, the surplus remained the same. Qantas
refused to provide any substantive responses to the issues I raised, or any documents that I
requested. Annexed hereto and collectively marked "SRP10" are copies of the correspondence
Qantas sent me in that period.
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47.

It appeared from the correspondence that Qantas was relying on an assertion that there had been
structural, technological, or organisational changes that had resulted in the surplus remaining
unchanged since 2014, despite the voluntary redundancies since then and all the new work that has
been obtained. The Association and its members were unaware of such changes and had not been
consulted about the changes.

48.

On 27 April 2016, I met with representatives from Qantas. At the meeting, I again raised my
concerns that Qantas was contravening the Agreement by directing employees to take annual leave
in circumstances where it was not warranted and there had not been consultation about any
workplace change that necessitated a leave burn program. We agreed that I would provide a written
request for documents and information.

49.

On 13 May 2016, I sent a letter to Qantas again setting out my concerns that Qantas was
contravening the Agreement by directing employees to take annual leave in circumstances where it
was not warranted and there had not been consultation about any workplace change that
necessitated a leave burn program. I requested a response, and relevant documents, by 27 May
2016. Annexed hereto and marked "SRP11." is a copy of the correspondence I sent.

50.

On 31 May 2016, I received correspondence from Qantas dated 27 May 2016, which rejected my
concerns, however, did not provide a substantive response. Qantas also refused my request for
documents. Annexed hereto and marked "SRP12." is a copy of the correspondence.

51.

By the commencement of June 2016, I had formed a firm view that it was not possible for Qantas
to hold a position that Sydney was overstaffed by 46.5 LAMEs.

52.

On that basis, I suspected Qantas was in breach of clause 60 of the Agreement, which deals with
the implementation of a leave burn program.

53.

I also suspected that Qantas had breached clause 47 of the Agreement, which requires Qantas to
consult with LAMEs and the Association in circumstances of major workplace change.
Consultation in relation to overstaffing had commenced in 2014 and, for the majority of the
consultation period, Qantas had supplied a significant amount of information that it asserted
demonstrated the overstaffing. After the new Agreement was implemented, and leave burn was
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used as a means to obviate and/or mitigate the effects of overstaffing, Qantas has supplied little or
no information. It had also failed to consult about the alleged changes that have resulted in there
still being a surplus of 46.5 LAMEs, despite the matters particularised at paragraphs 24 to 37
above.

54.

On 1 June 2016, I again wrote to Qantas, answering their queries in their correspondence of 31 May
2016 and reiterating my concerns that Qantas was contravening the Agreement by directing
employees to take annual leave in circumstances where it was not warranted and the fact that there
had not been consultation about any workplace change that necessitated a leave burn program. I
advised that I intended to exercise my Right of Entry to access relevant information and documents
in relation to the suspected contraventions. Annexed hereto and marked "SRP13" is a copy of the
correspondence I sent.

Right of Entry Preparations
55.

By the start of June 2016, I felt that there was no way to resolve my concerns that Qantas was
breaching the Agreement other than to exercise the powers that I hold as a right of entry permit
holder under the Fair Work Act. This would allow me to enter the premises, interview members
and copy documents that were relevant to my suspicion that Qantas was contravening clauses 47
and 60 of the Agreement.

56.

I thought it best at that time to closely review some information I had available from members, to
check if I was well founded in my suspicions that Qantas were breaching the Agreement by forcing
members on leave as part of a leave burn program.

57.

I had a number of documents to work with and decided I would need to concentrate any pre entry
investigation into SAM and SIO. In order to do this, I had to refer back to the 2014 consultation
documents supplied by Qantas to the Association.

58.

The documents provided by Qantas in 2014 show how much forecast work was projected at that
time and how many staff Qantas considered were necessary to complete the work. This was the
basis of a declared overstaffing situation and stated the precise number of persons Qantas needed to
continue working in Sydney. All positions above the original calculations were declared redundant.
Each voluntary redundancy reduced the overstaffing level by one.
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59.

As previously stated, by 2016, Qantas were still using the 2014 base figures to determine the level
of overstaffing and required leave burn.

60.

Another document I referred to was a memorandum of understanding (MOU) between Qantas
Engineering and Qantas Airways. This is a formal document or contract between the two
departments. It is required by the Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA) for a number of
purposes. It ensures that Qantas Airways does not assign too much work to the Engineering
department and also contains minimum staff levels in Engineering to ensure that LAMEs are
available to complete aircraft work. It is illegal and dangerous for an airline to falsify the figures in
this document, as understaffing may lead to undue pressure on the people who work within
Engineering and can potentially lead to mistakes on safety critical tasks. The only MOU I was able
to obtain from members was a 2015 Northern summer MOU that was dated February 2015. This
appeared to be a contract entered into by Qantas after the 2014 consultations and prior to the
allocation of leave burn in 2016.

61.

I also referred to some daily workload documents that I was able to obtain for the SAM department.
SAM is the largest of the departments in Sydney and undertakes more work than the other three
departments combined. The workloads I obtained covered day and night shifts for the seven days
between 27 May and 2 June 2016. These workloads show how many staff were rostered in SAM
across those shifts and how much work was being assigned to them. Annexed hereto and
collectively marked "SRP14." are the shift workloads for that period.

62.

The 2014 consultation document contained a presentation called the "Port Profile Pack". By
reviewing this pack, I was able to establish that SIO was planned to be manned with 24 staff on
each dayshift and 12 staff each nightshift. This is represented by the solid black line above charts
showing a shift and variable amount of work.

63.

I had been advised by Association members who work at SIO, including Bradley Cox, that since
leave burn commenced earlier in 2016 to May 2016, Qantas often falls well below 24 persons
working on dayshift or 12 persons working on nightshift. Reports to me are that the available staff
on dayshift can often fall below 20 and these staff are usually not replaced. This is in light of staff
working in this department being required to perform new contract work on other airlines on top of
the original work used to determine that 24 persons were needed to operate the department
properly.
_
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64.

The 2014 consultation documents provided by Qantas in relation to SAM, and discussions during
consultation, also shows how many staff Qantas considered were required to be rostered each day
and night to operate the department properly. In SAM, staff work a 12-hour shift and it would be
reasonable to expect staff to supply a usable daily labour figure of 8-9 hours. This is because 1
hour needs to be deducted for meal breaks, approximately 1 hour per shift for online technical
updates and discussions with managers, time to prepare tooling and discuss the planned work,
undertake reports and computer entries in relation to the hands on work and various other activities.
For the purposes of my exercise I decided to assume that 10 hours of work could be usable for each
rostered staff member.

65.

The 2014 document showed that Qantas would man the SAM department to complete the
complement of work as follows:
a. On Fridays they would have a minimum of 52 staff (LAMEs and unlicensed Engineers or
AMEs), minus 8 who would be allocated only to towing, leaving 44 staff available to
complete the forecast maintenance work on day shift.
b. They would have a minimum of 52 staff on night shift.
This complement could supply 440 hours of labour for aircraft maintenance during the day and
520 hours of labour for aircraft maintenance during the night.

66.

I checked this against the 2015 Northern MOU contract entered into between Qantas Engineering
and Qantas Airways and noted that Qantas Engineering had declared that it would supply, as a
minimum, more staff than it had declared to us during consultation in 2014. The MOU has a
declared minimum staffing labour supply of 525 hours on day shift and 621 hours on night shift.
This labour would need to be supplied by a minimum of 52.5 staff on dayshift and 62.1 staff on
night shift. Although committing to these levels of staff with the airline, Qantas Engineering had
declared to the Association in the 2014 consultation documents that it forecast employing far less
people and in the event of leave bum, would fall well short of the minimum staff they had been
contracted for.

67.

I checked the number of staff rostered for duty on Friday 27 May 2016 from a member-supplied
workload document. The workload document showed the number of staff who were assigned to
complete the maintenance work, but as it is a pre-planning document, it was not adjusted for staff
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who called in sick or were reassigned to other duties on the day. On the workload document, 53
staff were rostered on day shift and if supplying labour for 10 hours of their shift, they could cover
the minimum contracted figure of 525 rostered hours with 5 spare hours. On nightshift, 51 staff
were a rostered and, if supplying 10 hours of labour on their shift, could not cover the minimum
contracted figure of 621 hours. The supply of labour appeared to be 111 hours short.
68.

I then undertook a similar review of hours for the following six days.

69.

On Saturdays, the 2014 consultation staffing level documents provided to the Association stated
that Qantas Engineering could run the aircraft maintenance with 44 (440 hours) on dayshift and 52
(520 hours) on nightshift. However, the contract it entered into with the airline was to supply a
minimum of 525 hours on day shift and 621 hours on night shift. It was clear to me that the
information relied on even in 2014 to assert the surplus of 46.5 LAMEs was inaccurate. On
Saturday 28 May 2016, Qantas had rostered 56 LAMEs on dayshift and 49 on nightshift, far less
than they had committed to in the MOU contract.

70.

On Sundays, the 2014 documents stated that Qantas Engineering could run the aircraft maintenance
with 44 (440 hours) on dayshift and 52 (520 hours) on nightshift. The contract it entered into with
the airline was to supply as a minimum, 525 hours on day shift and 621 hours on night shift. Again,
it was clear to me that the information relied on even in 2014 to assert the surplus of 46.5 LAMEs
was inaccurate. On Sunday the 29 of May 2016, Qantas rostered 46 LAMEs on dayshift and 41 on
nightshift, far less than it had committed to in the MOU contract.

71.

On Mondays, the 2014 documents stated that Qantas Engineering could run the aircraft
maintenance with 44 (440 hours) on dayshift and 78 (780 hours) on nightshift. The contract it
entered into with the airline was to supply as a minimum, 617 hours on day shift and 844 hours on
night shift. Again, it was clear to me that the information relied on even in 2014 to assert the
surplus of 46.5 LAMEs was inaccurate. On Monday 30 May 2016, Qantas rostered 41 LAMEs on
dayshift and 51 on nightshift, far less than it committed to in the MOU contract.

72.

On Tuesdays, the 2014 documents stated that Qantas Engineering could run the aircraft
maintenance with 70 (700 hours) on dayshift and 78 (780 hours) on nightshift. The contract it
entered into with the airline was to supply as a minimum, 923 hours on day shift and 844 hours on
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night shift. Again, it was clear to me that the information relied on even in 2014 to assert the
surplus of 46.5 LAMEs was inaccurate. On Tuesday 31 May 2016, Qantas rostered 86 LAMEs on
dayshift and 58 on nightshift, far less than it committed to in the MOU contract.
73.

On Wednesdays, the 2014 document states that Qantas Engineering could run the aircraft
maintenance with 70 (700 hours) on dayshift and 52 (520 hours) on nightshift. The contract it
entered with the airline was to supply as a minimum, 669 hours on day shift and 540 hours on night
shift. Again, it was clear to me that the information relied on even in 2014 to assert the surplus of
46.5 LAMEs was inaccurate. On Wednesday the 1 June 2016, it actually had rostered 74 on
dayshift and 41 on nightshift, far less than it committed to in the MOU contract.

74.

On Thursdays, the 2014 document stated that Qantas could run the aircraft maintenance with 44
(440 hours) on dayshift and 52 (520 hours) on nightshift. The contract it entered with the airline
was to supply as a minimum, 444 hours on day shift and 621 hours on night shift. Again, it was
clear to me that the information relied on even in 2014 to assert the surplus of 46.5 LAMEs was
inaccurate. On Thursday 2 June 2016, it had rostered 61 on dayshift and 49 on nightshift, which
was barely sufficient to meet they labour committed to in the MOU contract.

75.

After this exercise, it was my view that Qantas had made employees redundant and implemented a
leave burn program that actually reduced their staffing levels to below those required by the
contracts between Qantas Engineering and Qantas Airlines, and as required by CASA. On that
basis, and having regard to my discussions with Qantas throughout 2016, I formed the view that its
assertion that there were 46.5 surplus LAMEs was inaccurate.

76.

At this point, I decided I had sufficient evidence to at least be able to demonstrate that I had a
reasonable suspicion that Qantas was in breach of clauses 60 and 47 of the Agreement.

Actual Levels of Work Planned Work
77.

On 3 June 2016, decided to notify Qantas that I would be entering the premises to investigate. My
entry notice particularised the suspected breaches of the Agreement and advised that I would seek
access to information and documents on 7 and 8 June 2016. Annexed hereto and marked "SRP15."
is a copy of the notice.

78.

From the day I notified Qantas of my intention to enter the premises, I also decided to test the
legitimacy of claims from Association members that work was now at a higher level than it should
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have been. This seemed to conflict with the comment made by Mr Chris Tobin at the 25 of January
2016 meeting, where he said there was less work than originally planned.

79.

I knew from the 2015 MOU between Qantas Engineering and Qantas Airways that they had entered
a contract to supply more labour than they could supply, due to a combination of exits from the
business, leave burn and a growth in work above what they presented to us in 2014 consultation
meetings. I was unable to obtain a copy of the 2016 MOU and although Qantas had not consulted
us about any dramatic drop in work levels between 2014, 2015 and 2016, I thought it wise to try to
identify how much work was actually being planned.

80.

To put things in perspective, I again referred to the 2014 consultation documents to see how many
staff Qantas claimed it needed post-redundancy program for the SAM department. This level was
the same level it claimed it could drop to after redundancies and leave burn. I added the day and
night shift levels projected in the 2014 document for each day and the total number of shifts for any
given week was 776 shifts. The maximum amount of labour these staff could supply at 10 hours
per day would be 7760 hours in any week.

81.

Despite dropping staff numbers to a level which could supply a maximum of 7760 hours labour in
any week, in 2015 Qantas Engineering committed in the MOU to supply Qantas Airways a
minimum labour of 8940 hours in any week. To account for a reasonable level of unplanned work
and CASA obligations to employ sufficient staff, the MOU declares that 8940 hours of labour can
be allocated 7679.2 hours of planned work each week.

82.

I referred to daily workload sheets supplied by members. These sheets show how many staff are
planned to be on shift and how much planned work is required on the aircraft they will work. I
added the estimated work up for each aircraft, being careful not to double count any aircraft that
were being worked across a number of shifts or over several days.

83.

The total amount of work planned on the aircraft from 3 June 2016 to 9 June 2016 was 10,487
hours. This was significantly in excess of the work that should have been completed by a
complement of workers that was already well below the contracted level.

84.

Over that week, I had reports by Association members that at least 30 LAMEs had been forced to
take directed leave as part of the leave burn program on the premise that Qantas had too many staff.
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Entry of Premises on Tuesday the 7th and Wednesday the 8th June 2016
85.

On 7 June 2017, I arrived at Qantas around 10:30am. I interviewed members about their working
hours and directions to take leave. I kept comprehensive notes regarding the interviews which were
later translated to a document created at around 3:00pm on 8 June 2017. A copy of that document
is annexed hereto and marked "SRP16.".

86.

On 7 June 2016, I requested access to 11 classes of document I needed to continue investigating the
suspected breaches. Both Mr Tobin and Mr Saunders denied access to those documents. They
would not give a reason why.

87.

On the 8 June 2016, I returned and interviewed some other members. I again requested, this time to
Mr Saunders alone, access to the same 11 classes of document I needed to continue investigating
the suspect breaches. Mr Saunders again denied access to those documents. He would not give a
reason why. The notes from the meetings across the two days were sent to Maurice Blackburn
Lawyers on the evening of June 2016. Those notes are included in annexnre "SRP16.".

Requested Documents
88.

I am aware that as a holder of a Fair Work Right of Entry certificate, I am only entitled to access
documents that are relevant to the breach I am investigating. I carefully considered at the time I
made requests for the documents that each class of document I sought access to was relevant and
would likely assist the Association in determining whether Qantas had contravened the Agreement.

89.

The first class of document I sought access to was "The daily workload sheets for Sydney
International Terminal for each day of the previous 6 weeks". I sought access to the workload
sheets because:
a. It had been reported to me by Association Executive member, Bradley Cox, that on many
days Qantas did not engage 24 staff on dayshift at SIO. He also reported that new customer
work has been added to the complement of work undertaken by staff in this department
since the 2014 consultation period.
b. I decided that a 6-week study of the worksheets would allow me to determine how often
understaffing was occurring across an extended period where LAMEs were forced to take
leave and how much work was being allocated to staff who remained at work and what type
of work it was.
/
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c. Having evidence of this nature would assist the Association to demonstrate to Qantas that
any overstaffing it had declared was not genuine and that the trigger in the Agreement
which would allow it to use leave burn had not been met. It would also provide evidence in
relation to my suspicions that Qantas had not consulted adequately in January 2016 when it
declared that Sydney was overstaffed by 46.5 LAMEs.
90.

The second class of document I sought access to was "The daily workload sheets for Sydney
Aircraft Maintenance for each day of the previous 6 weeks" I sought access to the workload
sheets because:
a. Although members had passed on to the Association SAM workload sheets for a two week
period prior to the time I had entered the Qantas premises on the 7and 8 June 2016 (which
indicated understaffing), I wanted to extend my investigation to the weeks prior to this, to
determine whether understaffing was demonstrable over a longer period of time.
b. Having evidence of this nature would assist the Association to demonstrate to Qantas that
any overstaffing that it had declared was not genuine and that the trigger in the Agreement
which would allow it to use leave burn had not been met. It would also provide evidence in
relation to my suspicions that Qantas had not consulted adequately in January 2016 when it
declared that Sydney was overstaffed by 46.5 LAMEs.

91.

The third class of document I sought access to was "Maintenance Memo M16-1685 regarding
new work for in-flight entertainment systems". I sought access to this memo because:
a. Whilst interviewing members, I was advised of the existence of the memo, including that it
outlined details of new work that was to be added to the workloads. This work had
previously been outsourced and was being brought in house and would be completed by the
complement of workers including LAMEs who were subject to the leave bum program.

92.

It Was reported to me that the company who this work had been outsourced to was called Panasonic
and that Panasonic had engaged approximately 20-25 persons in this type of work that was to be
brought in house. I expect that if a workforce was deemed to be overstaffed by 46.5 persons and the
work previously undertaken at another company to the level of 20 persons was brought back in
house, the determined overstaffing of 46.5 persons would reduce by 20 to 26.5.

93.

As Qantas had not accounted for this new work nor made any adjustment to its stated overstaffing
level, I determined that this document would most likely provide evidence that would allow the
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Association to demonstrate to Qantas that the claimed overstaffing level was not genuine and that
the trigger in the Enterprise Agreement which would allow it to use leave burn to the level they
determined had not been met. It would also provide evidence in relation to my suspicions that
Qantas had not consulted with the workers or their representatives about a major change that should
have altered leave bum numbers.
94.

The fourth class of document I sought access to was "the email sent by a manager David Perks
to staff with M16-1685 attached discussing the timeframe for IFE work to be returned to
Qantas".

95.

This document would likely outline the timeframe for the above mentioned work to be brought
back in house. This was relevant to determining LAMEs workloads and determining whether there
was genuine overstaffing.

96.

The fifth class of document I sought access to was "any memorandum of understanding (MOU)
that was in operation for the four original Sydney departments, SAM, SIO, SDO and CE as
stood in 2014 when original manning calculations were made to establish how many staff
were required post redundancy program".

97.

I have already referred extensively to the 2015 MOU, but the Association is not in possession of
MOUs from 2014 during the period of consultation when the ultimate manning levels required
were set and including redundancies to drop staffing to a set level. Qantas has purported to rely on
these figures as the basis for its overstaffing assertions and to determine leave burn levels.

98.

I had already identified through the 2015 MOU that Qantas Engineering entered into an MOU with
Qantas Airways to supply more labour than they had set in 2014 when Qantas embarked on a
redundancy program.

99.

Whilst Qantas had told us several times at meetings and particularly at the 25 January 2016 meeting
that it now had less work than in 2014, this was not being reflected in either the workloads or the
2015 MOU.
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100.

I determined that to properly ascertain any change in manning requirements and workloads I would
need to access the 2014 MOU to see what the real starting point was for these matters. This would
allow the Association to accurately track the development in the relevant departments.

101.

It was my view that this document would likely provide evidence that would demonstrate to Qantas
that overstaffing that it had declared in 2016 was not genuine and that the trigger in the Enterprise
Agreement which would allow it to use leave burn to the level they determined had not been met.
It would also assist by providing evidence in relation to my suspicions that Qantas had not
consulted the workers or their representatives adequately about the 2016 leave burn program.

102.

The sixth class of document I sought access to was "any memorandum of understanding (MOU)
that was in operation for the four original Sydney departments, SAM, SIO, SDO and CE
(including any MOU to cover 737 reconfiguration work) as stood on 5 th Jan 2016 when it is
claimed that management had calculated the 2016 leave burn overstaffing level to be 46.5
additional staff".

103.

As the letter from Qantas to the Association on the 5 of January 2016 was the point in time that it
had declared an overstaffing level of 46.5 persons, I considered it important to know what
information that determination was based on.

104.

As anomalies had been identified between actual staffing levels and contracted MOU levels in the
2015 MOU, I suspected that similar anomalies may be identifiable in the MOU that was in
operation at 5 January 2016.

105.

I determined that this document would likely provide evidence that would demonstrate to Qantas
that overstaffing that it had declared was not genuine and that the trigger in the Enterprise
Agreement which would allow it to use leave burn, to the level it had, had not been met. It would
also provide evidence in relation to my suspicions that Qantas had not consulted genuinely on 25
January 2016, when it declared that it was overstaffed.

106.

The seventh class of document I sought access to was "any memorandum of understanding
(MOU) that was in operation for the four original Sydney departments, SAM, SIO, SDO and
CE (including any MOU to cover 737 reconfiguration work) on 7 th June 2016".
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107.

I determined that the MOU that was in existence for the Sydney departments on the day I first
entered Qantas to investigate the suspected breaches would be relevant to the suspected breaches.

108.

I thought it relevant that this document would specify changes from the 2014 position and
incorporate new work that had been added to the original complement, that should have been
outlined in the 2014 MOU.

109.

This document should contain provision for extensive work being conducted on reconfigurations of
the 737 cabins and new IFE work that was being brought back in house. This work was not known
in 2014 and Qantas should have added to the complement of workers required to adequately
complete planned work. As Qantas had not increased or moved from its position that Sydney was
overstaffed by 46.5 persons, I suspected that a large anomaly would exist and be apparent in the
MOU in existence on the first day of entry.

110.

I determined that this document would likely provide evidence that would demonstrate to Qantas
that overstaffing that it had declared was not genuine and that the trigger in the Enterprise
Agreement which would allow it to use leave burn, to the level it had, had not been met. It would
also provide evidence in relation to my suspicions that Qantas had not consulted genuinely on 25
January 2016 when it declared that it was overstaffed.

111.

The eighth class of document I sought access to was "the Budget and Forecast (B&F) documents
used by Qantas as referenced at point 1.6 of the 145 Maintenance Exposition (MOE) for all
Australian departments where LAMEs work as stood in 2014 when original manning
calculations were made to establish how many staff were required post redundancy
program".

112.

During the 2014 consultations, documents were given to the Association known as the "Port Profile
pack" as attached at Annexure "SRP17.". The Port profile pack contains charts that are in the
Budget and Forecast (B&F) format and the 2014 consultation documents contain B&F modelling
for Australian ports in Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane and Adelaide.

113.

I understand that B&F modelling is used by Qantas along with MOUs to demonstrate that it has
sufficient staff to meet its contracted work levels.
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114.

CASA requires that each company that undertakes aircraft maintenance to ensure that adequate
staff levels are maintained to prevent undue pressure being placed upon those persons who
undertake maintenance. Those commitments are referenced in a CASA-approved Qantas document
called the "Part 145 Maintenance Organisation Exposition" (MOE) at item 1.6. The ALAEA
version is from January 2015 and it is not known if any amendments have resulted in the reference
at 1.6 being changed. If Qantas was to advise us that reference 1.6 has changed, we would simply
exercise entry again based on the revised reference.

115.

Reference 1.6 of the 2015 document is titled - Manpower Resources Plan. It is required to be met
to comply with CASA requirement, Civil Aviation Safety Regulation (CASR) 145.A.30 (d) and
subparagraph 70(a) 7 of the Part 145 Maintenance of Standards (MOS).

116.

It relevantly states at item A "Qantas Engineering AMS Production Planning department creates manhour plans for line, base and component maintenance based on projected
planned work. The plan is continually under review and amended as changes
to projected maintenance events are known. Using Oracle TM modelling
software (Budgeting & Forecasting (B&F model)), QE AMS ensures that at
the time of the maintenance there are sufficient employees to peiform,
supervise, inspect and certij; the work Additionally resource modelling
provides for resources to plan and audit the work in accordance with the
audit plan".

117.

I considered that the B&F documents referenced in the MOE would include valuable information
about manning and work levels that were in place at Qantas in 2014 when it had declared to us that
it could undertake a redundancy program to reduce maiming to a set level.

118.

The 2015 MOU referred to at paragraph 60 above showed there existed vast discrepancies between
2014 declared manning requirements and contracts entered into between Qantas Engineering and
Qantas Airways.

119.

Any further discrepancy would be identified by obtaining the 2014 B&F modelling it held to satisfy
the terms outlined in the MOE.
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120.

I sought this 13&F modelling information for all Australian ports, including Sydney, as manning
and work is often considered globally or wider than just Sydney. If Qantas was correct in telling us
that work levels in Sydney had reduced, the Australia-wide B&F modelling would allow the
Association to identify if any reduced work in Sydney had simply been shifted to other locations.

121.

If work was being shifted deliberately through a process such as this, I suspect it would be a further
breach of clause 60 of the Enterprise Agreement, which puts obligations on Qantas to use measures
to obviate and mitigate the effects of potential redundancies. I believe deliberately shifting work out
of a location to burn leave and force redundancies to be contrary to this obligation.

122.

The ninth class of document I sought access to was "the Budget and Forecast (B&F) documents
used by Qantas as referenced at point 1.6 of the 145 Maintenance Exposition (MOE) for all
Australian departments where LAMEs work as stood on 5th Jan 2016 when it is claimed that
management had calculated the 2016 leave burn overstaffing level to be 46.5 additional staff."

123.

These documents were sought for similar reasons to the request for the eight class of document.

124.

The B&F documents that existed on the 5" January 2016 should have contained data to match
the relevant MOUs for Sydney that were current at the time we were advised in writing by the
company that they had determined Sydney to be overstaffed by 46.5 persons.

125.

Due to the large discrepancies between the 2015 MOU and what appeared to be a growth of work,
I considered that this class of documents would contain information needed to allow me to
determine if a breach had actually occurred or not.

126.

The request was for all Australian ports and again would allow tracking of any shifting workloads
and growth or loss of work from Sydney.

127.

The tenth class of document I sought access to was "the Budget and Forecast (B&F) documents
used by Qantas as referenced at point 1.6 of the 145 Maintenance Exposition (MOE) for all
Australian departments where LAMEs work on 7 th June 2016."
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128.

These documents similarly would allow the previous information obtained to be measured on the
day of Right of Entry.

129.

The eleventh and final class of document I sought access to was "the documents Chris Tobin
used to determine that Qantas had 46.5 additional staff to complete the projected work for
2016 as used by him on 5 ffi January 2016." It was specifically explained that this request was for
the documents he used to measure the amount of work these people were projected to undertake, as
without that information it would have been impossible for him to establish if Qantas had enough
staff or not.

130.

I suspect that Mr Tobin, who wrote to the Association on 5 January 2016, declaring that Sydney
was overstaffed by 46.5 LAMEs, simply used the staff number figures from 2014 and 2015 and
only reduced the overstaffing level by one person every time someone left the business.

131.

In order to establish whether Sydney was genuinely overstaffed, I consider that it would have been
a requirement for him to measure the staff numbers against the amount of work that was forecast.
If Mr Tobin did not reference the staffing levels against work, I would consider it to be a breach of
the Enterprise Agreement clause 60, as leave burn is only allowed when a department is
overstaffed.

132.

In order to write to the Association and declare that overstaffing was at 46.5 LAMEs, Mr Tobin
would have had to refer to documents about both staffing numbers and forecast work.

133.

I consider the information contained in the documents used by Mr Tobin to determine the
overstaffing level would assist the Association to determine whether clause 60 of the Enterprise
Agreement had been breached and/or whether Qantas had complied with its consultation
requirements in clause 47 of the Agreement.

134.

The contents of this affidavit are true and correct and based on my own knowledge, save where I
have referenced the source of information.
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